
BASIC BEE BIOLOGY

Time and Temperature have a lot to do with bee biology!

What’s going on inside the box?

About 65,001 honey bees

1 Queen

55,000 Workers

10,000 Drones

Marked queen



Queen

Queen

Queen



Queen
(What is odd about this picture?

What?  Two Queens?
And who’s that really big guy?

WHAT DRONES DO BEST...

The Mile High Club



“Popping the drones”  (that’s Dennis vanEngelsdorp’s thumb)

Honey bees are not aggressive insects.
They generally only sting when they feel they 

need to defend their brood, or their food.

Stinging is a kamikaze mission on the part of  a 
honey bee - she dies when she stings, so she does 

not take it lightly, nor sting frivolously.

Bee venom reactions can vary.

And drones... have no stingers.

STUNG!

Life spans:

Queens - several years

Workers - 42 days in summer,
 4-5 months in winter

Drones - 30 days



BEE MATH  
(courtesy of  Michael Bush)

All of the numbers about the life cycle of bees may seem irrelevant, so let's put them in a chart here and talk 
about what they are useful for.

Caste:           Hatch at           Capped at             Emerge at	


Queen   3½ days  8 days +-1   16 days +-1  Laying        28 days +-5
Worker  3½ days  9 days +-1   20 days +-1  Foraging      42 days +-7
Drone   3½ days 10 days +-1   24 days +-1  Flying to DCA 38 days +-5

If you find eggs, and no queen how long ago do you KNOW there was a queen? At least there was one three 
days ago and possibly is one now. 

If you find just hatched larvae and open brood but no eggs when was there a queen? Four days.

If you put an excluder between two boxes and come back in four days and find eggs in one and not the other, 
what do you know? That the queen is in the one with eggs.

If you find a capped queen cell, how long before it should have emerged for sure? 9 days, but probably 
eight.

If you find a capped queen cell, how long before you should see eggs from that queen? 20 days.

If you killed or lost a queen, how long before you'll have a laying queen again? 24 days because the 
bees will start from a just hatched larvae.

If a queen is killed and the bees raise a new one how much brood will be left in the hive just before 
the new queen starts to lay? None. It will take 24 or 25 days for the new queen (raised from a four 
day old) to be laying and in 21 days all the workers will have emerged and in 24 days all the drones 
will have emerged.

If the queens starts laying today how long before that brood will be foraging for honey? 42 days.

You can see how knowing how long things take helps you predict where things are going or where 
things have been.

Sometimes you just have to figure best and worst case. For instance, an uncapped queen cell with a 
larvae in it is between four and eight days old (from the egg). A capped queen cell is between eight 
and sixteen days old. By looking at the tip of the cell you can tell one that is just capped (soft and 
white) from one that is about to emerge (brown and papery and often cleaned down to the cocoon by 
the workers). A soft white queen cell is between eight and twelve days old. A papery one is between 
thirteen and sixteen days old. The queen will emerge at sixteen (fifteen if it's hot out). She'll be 
laying by twenty eight days usually.
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Some important temperatures:

Bees don’t leave the hive below about 48 degrees

They are paralyzed at about 45 degrees, and cannot even 
cluster to warm themselves, if  they are hived at that 

temperature.   This is not the outdoor temperature - but the 
temperature of  the bees.  Cold bees can’t cluster! 

 (Don’t do this!)

They keep the temperature 55 degrees in the cluster when 
there is no brood to care for

They keep the temperature at 93 degrees in the cluster to raise 
brood.

They need 91 degrees to make wax.

SWARMS

Hollywood Horror?

No...

The reproductive mechanism of  the honey bee colony





Heather Matilla - swarm departure



Heather Matilla - swarm departure

Replacing the Queen

Swarm - intentional reproduction.
Queen is involved - purposeful

Supercedure - overthrowing a failing queen
Decision made by the colony

Emergency queen - bees have fresh larvae
 to create another queen

Laying worker - worker bees begins to lay





What things look like...

Knowing a bit about bee math, and what things 
look like, will take you a long way toward knowing 

just what is going on in your hive.

Here are some examples...

EGGS

Egg (on right)     Larva (on left)



A patch of  drone brood

Another patch of  drone brood

Worker brood - nice, consistent laying pattern



Worker brood, and...?

Questions?

Wax Rendering

Questions?


